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Outline
● GEWEX’s goal and structure
● Activities within the panels which are in 

collaboration with or relevant to CORDEX :
– GEWEX Data and Analysis Panel : GDAP

– GEWEX Atmospheric System studies : GASS

– Global Land Atmosphere System Study : GLASS

– GEWEX Hydroclimate Panel : GHP

● Proposals for GEWEX/CORDEX collaboration 
topics.



GEWEX Mission
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Quantitative understanding and prediction of the coupling 
of energy and water in the changing Earth system

‣ Water is a local ‘challenge’ driven by global 
processes

‣ GEWEX focuses on improved understanding of 
the relevant geophysical processes of water and 
energy and the human interaction therein to 
better model and predict changes

‣ The Water and Energy Cycles are intrinsically 
related to extremes and food security, i.e. WCRP 
Grand Challenges.



GEWEX Goals

1) Determine the extent to which Earth’s water cycle can 
be predicted.

2) Determine the inter-relationships between Earth’s 
energy and water cycles.

3) Quantify the anthropogenic influences on the 
water cycle

GEWEX is working on defining overarching science 
questions and setting objectives and milestones to fulfill 
these goals. 
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GEWEX: Organization
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GEWEX Data and Analysis Panel 
(GDAP)
Assessments of available global estimates for fluxes and 
reservoirs of water and energy in the Earth system : 
● Reservoirs :

● GVaP Water vapor Assessment
● Cloud Assessments : New cloud initiative (ISCCP nex-gen)
● Soil and ground water

● Fluxes :
● Precipitation
● Energy fluxes (top and bottom of atmosphere) 

and their imbalance

These assessments are used in most 
model validations exercises.



Global Atmospheric System study 
(GASS)

Improving the simulation of the diurnal and 
sub-diurnal precipitation over different 
climate regimes :
● Interaction between convection and water vapour
● Nocturnal convection over 

land 
● Diurnal cycle of convection 

over ocean 
● Convection transition from 

shallow to deep 

Focuses on better understanding atmospheric 
processes.



GASS cont.

Impact of initialized land temperature and snowpack on S2S 
prediction (LS4P) 

Project focuses on the Tibetan plateau and aims for : 

What is the impact of the initialization of land surface 
temperature (LST)/subsurface temperature (SUBT) in high 
elevation regions on S2S prediction ? 

What is the relative role and uncertainties in these land 
processes versus in SST in S2S prediction?  How do they 
synergistically enhance the S2S predictability? 

Regional climate models will be used to explore the 
initialisation impact on the downscaling of S2S forecasts. 
What is the role of LST/SUBT and snow on local 
predictability ?



GASS cont.

Other activities as RCMs move to convection 
permitting resolutions :

The grey zone project : 
Scale-awareness, 
stochasticity and 
convective organization

Demistify: An LES and NWP Fog Modelling 
Inter-comparison

„Flower“



Global Land/atmosphere System Study 
(GLASS)

GLASS Land Atmosphere Feedback Observatories 
= GLAFOs
● The interactions between surface heterogeneity 

and planetary boundary structures or convection 
initiating features are still not well understood.

● New instruments are now available to monitor 
spatial distributions of turbulent structures in the 
atmosphere (1-10 km scales).

● Natural or man-made heterogeneity can be 
targeted



GLASS cont.

GLAFOs are planned to be installed in the Western US, to 
complement other observing systems, Northern Spain (LIAISE) 
and Northern Germany (Lindenberg).



GLASS cont.

In all models the surface 
heterogeneity are disconnected 
from the sub-grid atmospheric 
processes.

The spatial organization of land-
surfaces (natural or man-made) 
need to influence atmospheric 
structures. 

=> Parameterizations need not only 
to communicate through large scale 
variables but also their sub-grid 
hypothesis. 

Projects underway : 
CLAPS, HLIAISE
Relevance increases as 
we move to convection 
permitting
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GEWEX Hydroclimate Panel (GHP)

GHP aims to address the GEWEX Science Questions 
from a regional and integrated perspective.

● Only at the regional scale can the water cycle be 
addressed from its physical to human and socioeconomic 
dimensions

● The Regional Hydroclimate Projects (RHPs) are an 
essential tool in this endeavour as they bring together 
various disciplines on water issues.

● The cross-cut projects allow GHP to propagate 
knowledge from one region to another and synthesize 
results at the global scale. They also allow development 
and testing of applications developed with the new 
knowledge. (actionable science)



GHP cont.
● A number of regional activities are underway or in 

preparation.
● Many occur in food baskets of the world and thus with 

strong anthropogenic pressures on the water cycle.
● Mountain regions is also a recent focus.



GHP : example from HyMeX
● The LIAISE field campaign 

is planned for July 2020. 

● Resources from UK, France 
and Spain will be used to 
monitor the surface and 
atmosphere.

● Will involve ground and 
airborne observations.

Objectives :
● The dry-down of the surface and its impact of the surface 

heterogeneity.
● The impact of irrigation on the PBL and precipitating systems.
● Evaluate the impact of irrigation on the water balance of the 

region.
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Sentinel2 IR image, ESA & sen2ET project.



GEWEX+CORDEX : proposal 1
Mountains and their role in the water cycle

● Precipitation over mountain regions is notoriously difficult to 
evaluate either with in-situ or remote sensed observations.

● These regions are the water towers of the world.

● CORDEX has a number of actions under way :
– FPS Alps

– FPS third pole

● For GEWEX the topic emerges in a number of our activities :
– GHP : ANDEX, TPE, HyMeX, regional experiments

– GASS : LS4P project and atmospheric dynamics studies

– GLASS : Water balance studies

– GDAP : precipitation estimate assessments 



GEWEX+CORDEX : proposal 2

Enabling the land surfaces to bring new processes to the 
regional downscaling :
● When downscaling climate information processes need to 

be added which could not be considered at the global scale.
● Hydrology, irrigation, cities are all affecting the regional 

climate and should be added in the downscaling.
● CORDEX’s modelling is moving to kilometric resolutions.
● GEWEX has expertise on these regional processes :

– GLASS : Hydrology, GLAFOs, surface/atmosphere interactions 
including over cities and irrigated areas.

– GASS : Grey zone processes

– GHP : Regional field campaigns and observational networks.



Conclusion
● The water and energy cycles are in common with 

CORDEX.
● The Regional Hydroclimate Projects have a long 

history of collaboration with CORDEX.
● Jointly we could perhaps make progress on two 

important issues :
– Precipitation in mountainous regions

– Adding regional processes to the models used for 
downscaling (and process studies)

● These two possible collaborations could also be 
extended to other WCRP core programs.
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